A typical approach in supervised learning when data comes from multiple sources is to send original data from all sources to a central location and train a predictor that estimates a certain target quantity. This can be inefficient and costly in applications with constrained communication channels, due to limited power and/or bitlength constraints. Under such constraints, one potential solution is to send encoded data from sources and use a decoder at the central location. Data at each source is summarized into a single codeword and sent to a central location, where a target quantity is estimated using received codewords. This problem is known as Decentralized Estimation. In this paper we propose a variant of the Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) classification algorithm, the Distortion Sensitive LVQ (DSLVQ), to be used for encoder design in decentralized estimation. Unlike most related research that assumes known distributions of source observations, we assume * Corresponding author, tel: (215) 
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Introduction
In the decentralized estimation setup, the physical quantities (e.g., temperature, pressure) are measured at distributed locations by sensor devices with limited energy and memory capacities and sent via constrained communication channels to a fusion center where a desired target variable is estimated. With advances in sensing technology, there is a growing interest in designing decentralized estimation systems with sensors that provide multivariate observations (e.g., camera sensor networks) and multi-type sensors that measure different quantities (e.g. power plants). The target variable y can be either a continuous quantity to be estimated from noisy sensor observations of the same type x = y + noise, a continuous function of potentially multi-type and multi-dimensional sensor observations x or a binary variable that indicates a certain event. In the literature, Decentralized Detection is used for categorical target and Decentralized Estimation for numerical target. Applications of Decentralized Estimation can be found in remotesensing, sonar and seismology systems. It has been a focus of considerable research in the past two decades 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 .
Given a bitlength constraint on messages, the sensors can transmit only a summary message instead of the original measurement. The principal approach is to design encoders at sensor sites and a decoder at the fusion site that reconstructs the target variable from the received encoder messages.
The encoder types range from linear threshold-based quantizers 4,2,5 to nonlinear decision tree-7 , nearest prototype- 6, 8 and kernel-based 1 quantizers. In most previous work, encoder design is carried out by assuming that the joint distribution P(x, y) is known 3,2,5,4,11 . In practice this is violated, either because the parameters of P(x, y) are unknown or even less is known about it.
Here, we consider a more realistic scenario and address the problem using a set of empirical samples of sensor and target measurements 7, 8, 6 . In many real-world applications it is reasonable to assume that certain amount of source an target data can be collected for purposes of encoder and decoder design. Finally, unlike some methods 4, 10 that require sensors to communicate among themselves, we consider systems where each sensor communicates only with the fusion center. This setup is favorable as it does not increase the communication cost on account of solving the bitlength constraint problem.
The proposed methodology was evaluated on several synthetic problems with different number of sources and on a real-world problem of predicting aerosol optical depth (AOD) from remotely sensed data. Multisource observations in form of multispectral images are collected from sensors aboard satellites across the entire globe, while target AOD observations are collected from limited number of ground-based sensors placed at world-wide locations.
The collocated data are used to train encoders for satellites and a decoder for AOD prediction, which reduces communication cost and allows prediction across the entire globe.
Problem Setup
The general setup assumes a system of n distributed data sources S 1 , ..., S n that produce multivariate vectors x 1 , ..., x n drawn from probability distribution P(x 1 , ..., x n ), and a fusion center ( Figure 1 ). It is assumed that the random vectors x i , i = 1, ..., n, are related to the unobservable continuous quantity y that the fusion center needs to estimate and there exists a joint distribution P(x 1 , ..., x n , y).
Due to the channel bandwidth and energy constraints, the i-th sensor .., x n , the data sources transmit quantized messages z 1 , ..., z n , z i = α i (x i ), to the fusion center, where z i is as an integer from set {1, ..., M i }. Let h be the function of the fusion center that gives the estimate y = h(z 1 , ..., z n ) of y, given the quantizers α 1 , ..., α n . At the fusion center, the goal is to find the point estimate of y that minimizes the distortion measure d. The optimal estimate in this case is the conditional expectation of a random vector Y , E(Y |x 1 , ..., x n ).
Under this setup, the problem of decentralized estimation is to find the quantization functions α 1 , ..., α n and the fusion function h such that the es-
under given communication constraints. Special case of the estimation error under assumption that d is defined as the Mean Squared Error was formu-lated in
For decentralized estimation with the squared error distortion, when the joint probability distribution P(x 1 , ..., x n , y) is known, necessary conditions for the optimal compression functions α 1 , ..., α n and fusion function h were derived 3 . Assuming, without loss of generality, that n = 2, they are:
Condition 1 (Decoder design). Given α 1 and α 2 , the optimal h is given
, where z 1 ∈ {1, ..., M 1 } and
Condition 2 (Encoder design). Given α 2 and h, optimal quantization function
where j ∈ {1, ..., M 1 }.
The conditions lead to the solution by the generalized Lloyd's algorithm where the construction of the decentralized system is performed iteratively.
One step consists of optimizing the fusion function h while fixing the local quantization functions at each sensor, whereas another step involves optimizing the quantization function at a given sensor while fixing h and the quantization functions of the remaining sensors.
The problem addressed in this paper arises when only a set of examples from the underlying distribution P(
tor. Given D and MSE as the distortion measure, the expectation of the estimation error can be formulated as
We propose an iterative procedure for decoder and encoder design that minimizes (1) with respect to h and α 1 , α 2 .
Methodology
Let us first consider the decoder design. Following Condition 1 and assuming that only D is available, the optimal fusion function h for each pair of codewords z 1 , z 2 , can be estimated by taking the average of target values
The disadvantage of the resulting lookup table h is that it can easily become too large due to its exponential growth in the number of sensors and the message cardinality. Alternatives, such as the Direct Sum 9 method for estimating h, might be more appropriate in applications with large number of sensors.
For design of quantizer α 1 , given quantizer α 2 and the fusion function h, the challenge is in partitioning the space X 1 into M 1 regions such that the estimation error is minimized. Analogously, quantizer α 2 can be designed given α 1 and h. One viable approach is based on the recursive partitioning of the X 1 space using the Regression Trees 7 . An alternative, studied in this paper, is the multi-prototype approach.
In the multi-prototype approach, quantizer α 1 consists of M 1 regions, where each region R j , j = 1, ..., M 1 is represented as a union of Voronoi cells defined by a set of prototypes. Thus, α 1 is completely defined by a set of P
input space and c k is its assignment label, defining to which of the M 1 regions/codewords it belongs. The input x 1i is compared to all prototypes and its codeword z 1i is assigned as the assignment label of its nearest prototype,
, where d e is the Euclidean distance.
Following this setup, given D, we can restate Condition 2 as finding the optimal set of prototypes to minimize the overall distortion of quantizer α 1
where distortion d is the squared error, (3) is challenging. We consider several approaches.
Hard Classification Approach. One approach to minimize (3) Let us consider the LVQ2 algorithm 12 which starts from an initial set of prototypes, and reads the training data points sequentially to update the prototypes. LVQ2 considers only the two closest prototypes. Three conditions have to be met to update the two closest prototypes: 1) Class of the prototype closest to x 1i has to be different from z 1i , 2) Class of the second closest prototype has to be equal to z 1i , and 3) x 1i must satisfy the "window rule" by falling near the hyperplane at the midpoint between the closest (m A ) and the second closest prototype (m B ). These two prototypes are then modified as
where t counts how many updates have been made, and η(t) is a monotonically decreasing function of t.
Let d A and d B be the distances between x 1i and m A and m B . Then, the "window rule", that was introduced to prevent divergence 12 , is satisfied if signing a data point to the closest prototype, let us consider a probabilistic assignment p ij = P(z 1i = j|x 1i ) defined as the probability of assigning i-th data point to j-th codeword. The objective (3) can now be reformulated as
where e(i, j) = d(y i , h(z 1i , α 2 (x 2i ))) was introduced to simplify the notation.
Objective (6) is an approximation of (3) that allows us to find a computationally efficient solution. We use a mixture model to calculate the assignment probabilities p ij . Let us assume that the probability density P(x 1 ) of the observation at the first sensor can be described by mixture
where P(x 1 |m k ) is a conditional probability that prototype m k generates observation x 1 and P(m k ) is the prior probability. We represent the conditional density function P(x 1 |m k ) as the Gaussian distribution with mean m k and standard deviation σ s . Let us denote g ik ≡ P(m k |x 1i ) as the probability that i-th data point was generated by k-th prototype. By assuming that all prototypes have the same prior, P(m k ) = 1/P , and using the Bayes' rule, g ik can be updated as
The probability p ij can be obtained using (8) as
In soft classification approach, the objective of learning is to estimate the prototype positions m k , k = 1, ..., P , by minimizing (6). This can be done using the stochastic gradient descent, where at t-th update the prototypes are calculated as
We will refer to this as the Soft Prototype Quantization (SPQ) Parameter σ s controls the fuzziness of the distribution. For σ s = 0 the assignments become deterministic, and (6) is equivalent to (3). If σ s → ∞ the assignments become uniform, regardless of the distance. One option is that σ 2 s be treated as a parameter to be optimized such that (6) is minimized.
It is not necessarily the best approach since minimizing (6) does not imply minimizing (3) . In this work, we are treating σ 2 s as an annealing parameter that is initially set to a large value and then is decreased towards zero using
, where σ T is the decay parameter. The purpose of annealing is to facilitate convergence toward a good local optimum of (3).
We note that this strategy has been used in soft prototype approaches by other researchers 13 .
Deterministic Annealing (DA) is a generalization of the soft classification approach. Instead of minimizing (6), it minimizes the regularized objective,
where β controls the tradeoff between the objective (6) (first term) and the
8 authors suggest minimizing L starting at the global minimum for β = 0 and updating the solution as β increases. As β → ∞ (11) becomes equivalent to (6) . The role of the entropy term is to further improve the convergence toward a good local optimum. The DA prototype update rule can be obtained by the stochastic gradient descent as
where
The drawback is that, since the cost function is defined and minimized at each value of β, the model takes quite long to produce and the convergence can be quite sensitive to the annealing schedule of β.
Distortion Sensitive Learning Vector Quantization. To apply the stochastic gradient descent in (10), one should specify the learning rate η(t) and the annealing rate for σ 
where σ 2 s is incorporated in the learning rate parameter η. The difference (e(i, c A ) − e(i, c B )) determines the amount of prototype displacement; when the difference is small the prototype updates are less extreme. The sign of the difference determines the direction of updates; if e(i, c A ) is larger than e(i, c B ), prototype m A is moved away from data point x 1i and m B prototype is moved towards it.
The second scenario is when the closest prototype is much closer than the second closest, which makes g iB ∼ 0. Following (10) 
where v k is Voronoi cell of the k-th prototype. In this case, DSLVQ2 switches the label from c k to c * k .
Relationship with LVQ2. When target variable y is categorical instead
of real-valued, we could use 0-1 error, defined as e(i, c k ) = δ(y i , h(c k , α 2 (x 2i ))), where δ(·) is the Dirac delta function, instead of the squared error. Now, (13) reduces to (5) . If, in addition, we update prototypes only if e(i, c A ) = 1 and e(i, c B ) = 0, DSLVQ2 reduces to LVQ2.
Prototype Initialization and Refinement. Regardless of whether (5), (10), (12), or (13) are used for prototype update, the algorithm starts by randomly selecting P points from D and assigning equal number of prototypes to each codeword. Unlike DSLVQ which uses a label replacement mechanism (14) , and DA and SPQ which use annealing, the regular LVQ algorithm is highly sensitive to initial choice of prototypes. If the initialization is not done in a proper way good results might never be achieved.
Repeating random initialization or using K-means algorithm 14 to initialize the prototypes in case of regular LVQ helps in certain cases.
Experiments
In order to compare quantizer design using DSLVQ2 algorithm with those using LVQ2, DA, SPQ, and Regression Tree algorithms, we performed three sets of experiments with synthetic data and one experiment with real-world AOD data. The series of experiments were of increasing complexity, meaning that the number of sources and source features grew. When compared to the DSLVQ2 algorithm, the DA and SPQ algorithms showed a performance decrease in out of sample prediction with increase in the number of sources and source types.
Setup. The algorithms were compared on different budget sizes P , representing the number of prototypes and Regression Tree nodes. In synthetic data experiments we used two training data sizes of N = 10, 000
and N = 1, 000 points and a test set of size 10, 000. The experiments were repeated 10 times and the average test set MSE are reported. Training of encoders and decoder was terminated when the training set MSE (1) stopped decreasing by more than 10 −5 . Experiments were performed on Intel Core Duo 2.6 GHz processor machines with 2GB of RAM. We also report the total time needed to design a decentralized system from training data using different encoder design algorithms.
Parameter Selection. We have empirically observed that the sensitivity of prototype-based algorithms to parameters varies significantly -they are fairly robust to some and highly sensitive to others. The learning rate η is universal for all algorithms. We initially set it to η 0 = 0.03 and update it using η(t) = η 0 · η T /(η T + t), where η T = 8N . The window parameter w, used in LVQ2 and DSLVQ2, is easy to adjust and was fixed to a value of w = 0.7.
A common practice 8 for annealing the DA parameter β is to initially set it to a small value (e.g. 0.01) and update it using β t+1 = β T · β t , where
s for sensor S is often 13 initialized as the sensor data variance and updated using the annealing schedule with σ T = 8N . However, our preliminary experiments revealed that DA and SPQ are very sensitive to these parameters. As a result, parameters σ 2 s , σ T , β T , β 0 have to be adjusted from case to case depending on K, P and N .
Parameter search for DA and SPQ algorithms was based on the grid displayed in Table 1 . The best parameters were chosen as the ones that achieve the lowest MSE on the validation set, formed by randomly selecting 25% of the training data. The same validation set was used for Regression Tree pruning.
We note that if the sensors differ in type because they measure different quantities, the choice of σ The results in Table 2 show that DSLVQ2, SPQ and DA algorithms have similar accuracy, with DA being the most accurate overall. Regression tree is significantly less accurate, while LVQ2 is the least accurate. Training time for DA is almost two orders of magnitude longer than SPQ and more than 3 orders of magnitude longer than the proposed DSLVQ2. The main reason is a significantly higher effort needed for DA to explore the parameter space. A minor difference is that a single training session for the fixed parameter choice is up to 5 times slower for DA than for DSLVQ2. Interestingly, LVQ2 is very slow, despite its simplicity. This is explained by the very slow convergence of this algorithm. Regression tree is the fastest overall, but is comparable to DSLVQ2. The efficiency of regression tree comes at the price of significantly reduced accuracy. Overall, the proposed DSLVQ strikes a nice balance between accuracy and computational time, as it is nearly as accurate as DA and over 3 orders of magnitude faster to train.
Experiments with 2 two-dimensional sensors. In the second set of experiments, we simulated a system with 2 two-dimensional sources that algorithms. It can be seen that DSLVQ2 performed slightly worse than the computationally costly DA and SPQ when training data were abundant (N = 10, 000). However, when N = 1, 000 and P = 100, 40 it was more accurate than DA and SPQ and for P = 20 it had similar accuracy This is due to locally optimal solutions of DA and SPQ caused by harmful prototypes, which are moved to low density regions of training data in attempt to reduce their influence. However, these low density regions can be populated with a significant number of test data points and reflected in higher MSE. DSLVQ2 resolves this issue by the label switching strategy from (14) . DSLVQ2 consistently outperformed Regression Tree algorithm, often by significant margins, and was superior to the hard classification LVQ2
approach. The training time comparisons in Table 3 are consistent to the 1-sensor experiments reported in Table 3 . DA and SPQ training times were orders of magnitude higher than DSLVQ2 and were consistent with those reported in Table 2 .
To gain a further insight into the resulting encoders, Figure Experiments with 4 sensors. We simulated a system with 4 sensors which measured different quantities as follows
We assigned different numbers of codewords to different quantizers,
The target variable y was generated as y =
where ∼ N (0, 0.25). Estimation of y was made using the fusion function h for which we considered: 1) the 
and l = 1, ..., 8.
As we can observe from Data collected using AERONET served as our ground truth y measurement, while MODIS measurements at distributed locations collocated with the corresponding AERONET site served as our x measurements. The collocation of the AERONET and the MODIS data involved aggregating MODIS observations into blocks of 10 km × 10 km around each AERONET site. In our setup, 9 closest blocks to each AERONET site were considered, i.e. 9
21-dimensional feature vectors, x 1 , x 2 , ..., x 9 . The features constructed using MODIS observations are said to be temporally collocated with the corresponding AERONET AOD retrievals if there is a valid AERONET AOD retrieval within a one-hour window centered at the satellite overpass time.
The data collocated in this way are obtained from the official MODIS Web site of NASA 17 .
The goal was to design 9 encoders with M = 4 codewords aboard satellite, and a decoder to be used at any ground location. Once the encoders and the decoder are trained, the satellite no longer needs to transmit 9 × 21 continuous measurements for AOD prediction at specific ground locations.
Instead, only 9 discrete variables with cardinality M = 4 are communicated.
For our study, we collected 2, 210 collocated observations distributed over 37 North America AERONET sites during year 2005. A total of 1, 694 examples at randomly selected 28 AERONET sites were used as training data, while 516 examples at remaining 9 AERONET sites were used as test data.
This procedure ensured that the resulting model was tested at AERONET locations unobserved during training, which gave us some insight into model performance at any North America ground location. Table 5 compares prototype-based and regression tree algorithms in terms of M SE and R 2 , defined as
Budget was set to P = 100, and estimation of y was made using the Di- A Neural Networks with 5 hidden layers was trained using resilient propagation optimization algorithm for 300 epochs.
It can be observed that DSLVQ2 outperformed the competing methods.
Using additional parameters in SPQ and DA was not beneficial, probably due to large number of sources. Very low values of AOD retrievals might also have effected the accuracy of SPQ and DA (y had a mean value of 0.14 and ranged from 0.006 to 1).
In addition, DSLVQ2 had better accuracy than NASA's C005 algorithm and performed fairly close to NN, while achieving significant communication cost savings. Each satellite message for a single ground location requires 9 × 2 bits with DSLVQ2, requires 9 × 504 bits with NN, which is a significant difference, especially when we consider that these measurements are taken all year round.
Discussion
Overall, the most appealing features of DSLVQ2 are ease of implementation, training speed, and insensitivity to parameter selection. DSLVQ2
training is much faster than DA and SPQ because it does not require annealing. On the accuracy side, DSLVQ2 is superior to LVQ2 and Regression Trees, it is comparable to more expensive and difficult to tune SPQ and DA algorithms in scenarios with small number of sensors, while it becomes superior to SPQ and DA when the number of sensors and sensor measurements increases.
Conclusion
In this paper we addressed the problem of data-driven quantizer design in decentralized estimation. We proposed DSLVQ2, a simple algorithm that was shown to be successful in multi-type, multi-sensor environments. DSLVQ2 exhibits better performance than previously proposed LVQ2 and Regression
Tree algorithm. It also outperforms the state of the art DA algorithm in applications with large number of sensors and sensor measurements, while being less sensitive to parameter selection and orders of magnitude cheaper to train.
